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2001COMMENT

In a welcome move for all concerned, the resonance of Gilles
Jacob’s speech in announcing this years “selection” for the
Cannes Film Festival was compatible in an effort to integrate in

the minds of the international press and the film industry that he is
partially relinquishing the overall management of the Festival
Committee. Jacob introduced Veronique Cayla as the new managing
director, who will be responsible for all aspects of the Festival except
the “selection” which will be handled by Thierry Fremaux. Jacob
showed his outstanding capacity and awareness as a diplomat in
accepting that new blood was needed for the overall management and
functions of the Cannes International Film Festival.  He pointed out
that in the “selection” process for films to be screened at Cannes
important decisions were collective and quoted: “The president of the
Festival is there to drive and guide the team ‘hands on’ which means
renewal and also accepting that renewal. I have been careful to
respect each and everyone's working method preferences, habits,
ideas, and philosophy. I gave my opinion, but I did not try to
influence their decisions.” Bravo Gilles!

Alook at the Cannes Film Festival’s “selection” for 2001, and
some of the retrospectives, show a slow shadow of change,
primarily in the willingness to include a broader and more

eclectic range of films, and just as importantly the many festival
events in a more collective atmosphere to include all sections of the
overall canvas of the Cannes International Film Festival. The main
retrospective: The Golden Age of American Comedy opens with a
newly re-mastered copy of Charlie Chaplin's Monsieur Verdoux,
that reflects a section of films with strong appeal to both filmmakers
and the public. One forgets that the citizens of Cannes are allocated a
large number of seats, which they line up for each day. In what is
called the grand return of the Americans: Moulin Rouge, directed by
Buz Lurhmann, from 20th Century Fox opens the Festival In
Competition. Shrek from Dreamworks is also In Competition.  Three
independent companies in the international arena get the festival nod:
The Pledge, directed by Sean Penn, from Franchise Pictures;
Mulholland Drive, directed by David Lynch, and from the Coen
Brothers The Man Who Wasn’t There. Out-of-Competition and a
hot ticket will be the screening of Francis Ford Coppola's masterpiece

of the ‘70s Apocalypse Now. The remainder of the films In
Competition and Out-of-Competition, Un Certain Regard, and
Directors Fortnight show a wider diversity to the commitment of
variance and choice.  The Business Of Film wishes the new
management continued efforts in continuing to promote the collective
effort in ensuring that the most prestigious Film Festival in our
industry goes from strength to strength with the foundations built by
Gilles Jacob. The worldwide film industry recognizes and continues
to respect the legacy of the talented Gilles Jacob, a true connoisseur
of the tastes and the diversity of films.
The Business Of Film congratulates talented New Zealand director
Christine Jeffs for her directorial feature debut of Rain, selected for
Directors Fortnight. The Business Of Film was the first international
trade magazine to interview Jeffs in December 2000. Her incredible
talent is obvious, given that in the future she will, as she says (see
New Zealand Section and pullout supplement) continue to direct
projects that are meaningful to her. Then our industry is in for
moments of sheer pleasure over the next many years. Good on you
Christine!
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Following its successful launch of
the Latino Filmmaker Showcase
programme, Showtime and Si TV
have assigned September 2001 as
Hispanic Heritage Month, designed
to support up-and-coming Latino
filmmakers. During September,
SHOWTIME will premiere three to
five films in its Latino Filmmaker
Showcase segment, with the winner
receiving an award of $30,000 to be
used to create a short film to air
exclusively on SHOWTIME. 
Pancho Mansfield, Showtime’s
Senior Vice President,
Development, Original
Programming, stated: “We are truly

proud of this programme that is a
win-win for everyone involved.
There is an abundance of Latino
talent out there. With this
programme, aspiring Latino
filmmakers get an introduction to
the network development process
and SHOWTIME gets the
opportunity to forge relationships
with the new filmmakers of
tomorrow.”
Nominees have already submitted
their original short films to Jeff
Valdez, executive director of the
Latino Filmmaker Showcase,
modeled after SHOWTIME’s
popular Black Filmmaker

Showcase. Of the submissions, a
jury panel that includes actors
Cheech Marin and Tony Plana,
writer/director Allison Anders,
director Miguel Arteta, actress Ada
Maris, and agent Steve Tellez will
select between three to five finalists,
all of whom will have their
submissions featured in a Latino
Short Film Showcase. In addition to
having its premiere on
SHOWTIME, the winning
filmmaker will receive the $30,000
grant.
Last year’s winning filmmaker Matt
Casado for Honest Injun will also
serve on the jury.

Promoting the German Hollywood
film community and supporting the
work of the Export-Union of
German Cinema, the Villa Aurora
Foundation for European-American
Relations and the German
Consulate General hosted its annual
reception for Academy nominees
the day before the Oscars
presentation, honoring Stefen
Fangmeier, visual effects for The
Perfect Storm; Hans Zimmer,
music for Gladiator; Florian
Gallenberger, live action short
Quiero Ser, and Steffan and
Annette Schaffler for their animated
short The Periwig-Maker. 
Corina Danckwerts, the Export-
Union of German Cinema US
Representative, stated: “We
promote and advise our fellow
filmmakers and support up-and-
coming German talent in gaining
recognition in Hollywood. There
is a growing number of very
talented German filmmakers in
Hollywood and Europe who have
earned great status fore their work
and it is with great pride that we
honor them in their
achievements.”
Among the guests who attended
were ShoWest director of the year
Wolfgang Petersen, producer /
director Roland Emmerich, Wim
Wenders, producer Bernd
Eichinger, cinematographer
Michael Ballhaus, actors Jurgen
Prochnow, Udo Kier, Ralph
Moeller and Armin Meuller-Stahl,
Maximilian Schell, and director
Ridley Scott.

Hispanic Heritage MonthHollywood
Based

German
Talent

Celebrated
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With more than $100,000 in prize
money, the 22nd annual Race
For The Rockies held May 31 in
Banff, Canada has attracted a
record 1,030 programme entries,
edging out the previous all-time
high set last year. A total of 86
nominees will compete for the
2001 Banff Rockie Awards across
14 categories when the
international jury convenes to
review final programmes
selecting two Special Jury
Awards winners and a Global
Television Grand Prize winning
producer who will receive
$50,000. With the strongest
showing from US producers and
broadcasters who enjoyed a clear
edge over nominees from the UK,
Germany and France, other
territories include Austria,
Australia, Belgium, Czech

Republic, Denmark, Finland,
India, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, South Africa,
Sweden, Switzerland, and
Taiwan. 
Nominees for the first-time NHK
President’s prize of $25,000 for
the Best HDTV entry are Nova:
Runaway Universe from the US;
La Traviata a Paris from Italy,
France, UK, Germany and the US;
and Wild Asia: Creature of the
Thaw from Japan, New Zealand,
US and Germany, 
In addition to the international
prizes, two Telefilm Canada
prizes, worth $20,000 each, will be
presented to the best English and
French independent Canadian
productions entered. The final
results will be announced at the
Awards Gala Monday, June 11.

Race For
The Rockies

The International Council of the
National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences (NATAS) has
awarded Pierre Lescure, COO of
Vivendi Universal, chairman of
the Executive Board, CANAL+
Group, chairman and CEO,
CANAL+S.A., with the
prestigious International Emmy
Founders Award.
Bruce Paisner, chairman of the
International Council of NATAS,
said: “Pierre is precisely the kind
of person the Founders had in mind
when establishing this award, an
individual whose unique, creative
accomplishments contribute to the
quality of global television. It is
because of his imagination and his
creative insights that CANAL+
grew in a short period of time to be
one of the great television
institutions of the world.”
Past recipients of the award have
included John Hendricks, founder
and CEO, Discovery
Communications; Hisashi Hieda,
president, Fuji-TV, Japan; Robert
Halmi, Sr., chairman, RHI
Entertainment; Don Hewitt,
executive producer, CBS’ 60
Minutes; Jacques-Yves Cousteau,
president, Cousteau Society, and
Jim Henson, creator of The
Muppets, among many others.

Pierre Lescure joined Andre
Rousselet; the former chairman
and CEO of CANAL+, in 1983
as vice president in charge of
network programming. By 1986
he became the pay-TV network’s
COO and, in 1994, was
appointed chairman and CEO.
Following the combination of
Vivendi, Seagram and CANAL+
to create Vivendi Universal in
December 2000, Lescure was
named COO of the new entity
and chairman of the executive
Board of CANAL+ Group, the
TV and Film division of Vivendi
Universal which combines the
CANAL+ and Universal Studio’s
businesses.
Under Lescure’s leadership
CANAL + has become Europe’s
leading pay-TV Group with
more than 15-million
subscriptions as well as a
pioneer and leader in digital and
interactive television with over
5.3-million subscribers.
CANAL+ controls the European
production and distribution
company StudioCanal, owns
CANAL+ Technologies, an
international provider of digital
television technology, and is
involved in Web content
production and distribution. 

Pierre Lescure Honored
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Dean Cundey 
Named UCLA

Cinematographer
Dean Cundey, ASC, has been
named Kodak Cinematographer in
Residence at California’s UCLA
School of Theater, Film and
Television, a residency programme
conceived by professor William
McDonald, vice chair for
production, and sponsored by the
Kodak Worldwide Student
Programme. An alumnus of
UCLA, Cundey teaches a series of
workshops focusing on the
aesthetic role that the
cinematographer plays in the
visual story-telling and hosts
screenings of his films that include
Halloween, Who Framed Roger
Rabbit, Hook, Apollo 13,
Romancing the Stone, Back to
the Future, Jurassic Park and
What Women Want.
William McDonald said: “Dean
Cundey is one of the most

successful and influential
cinematographers of our times. He
is in the midst of creating an
impressive body of work that is
making an indelible impression on
young filmmakers in every part of
the world. All of our students,
including writers, directors and
cinematographers, will benefit
from this programme.”
The Kodak Worldwide Student
Programme provides a wide range
of support for film schools,
including scholarships, film grants
and discounts, mentoring
programmes and educational
materials. UCLA will appoint a
new resident cinematographer
annually to enrich the curriculum
by giving students in-depth access
to filmmakers who have made a
seminal impact on advancing the
art form. 

Entire contents copyright © 2001 Elspeth Tavares. All Rights Reserved.
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The US State of Arizona has
inaugurated E-Film allowing fee-
free permits for filming on state
and federal highways or on state
trust lands that previously
required a fee. E-Film permits
allow commercial producers to
speed through the process on
their laptops from their office or
from the field regardless of the
time zone. Film Commissioner,
Linda Peterson Warren, said:
“Commercials, many originating
in Los Angeles, dominate
production as a constant source
of business in Arizona. E-Film

permits further accelerate the
process for commercial
producers and all other film
genres. Electronic delivery is the
next generation of customer
service for maximized
turnaround and efficiency.”
Feature film productions that
filmed in Arizona include
Evolution, Planet of the Apes,
View from the Top, Arac Attack,
Groom Lake and Windtakers. In
addition, commercials filmed in
the state include Coors and Tuborg
beer, Mazda, Subaru, Chevrolet,
and Lincoln cars, and Acura

Arizona Advances 
E-Film Solutions

Mark Batey is named chief
executive of the London-based
Society of Film Distributors
(SFD), succeeding David Hunt
who died March 26. In making
the announcement Frank Pierce,
president of SFD, said: “We are
extremely sorry to have lost Dave
Hunt, both as a wise colleague
who contributed so much to the
work of the SFD for the past 10-
years, and as a friend. We look
forward to Mark joining the team

at this exciting, challenging time
for UK cinema.”
Since 1998, Batey has served as
Head of Marketing & Press at the
British Film Institute. Previously
he worked as a consultant to All
Industry Marketing for Cinema
(AIM), in which the SFD
participates on AIM’s
programmes for UK’s cinema
going audiences. In addition to
his role at the SFD, Batey
becomes secretary of AIM.

London Based SFD
Names New Chief

In recognition of the centennial of
Academy Award-winner Gary
Cooper’s birth, the Academy
presented a tribute programme
May 3 featuring clips from the
star’s films and personal
appearances by friends.  The
tribute served as the opening for
an exhibition of Cooper
memorabilia as well as the
introduction of a four-week
screening series of Cooper films. 
He started his acting career as a
cowboy extra in silent westerns
before achieving international

stardom through his performances
in The Virginian, The Plainsman,
The Westerner and High Noon.
He later appeared in Wings, A
Farewell to Arms, Mr. Deeds
Comes to Town, Ball of Fire,
Pride of the Yankees, The
Fountainhead and For Whom the
Bell Tolls.
Cooper won an Academy award
for his performance in Sergeant
York and, in 1960, received an
Honorary Award from the
Academy “for his many
memorable screen performances.”

Legendary Star Tribute
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Latino Film Festival
Product Boost

The 5th Los Angeles Latino
International Film Festival presented
by actor, producer/artistic director
Edward James Olmos prepares for
its awards ceremony July 20 through
29, 2001 at the famed Egyptian
Theater in Hollywood buoyed with
an infusion of more than 60 feature
films, shorts and documentaries
from the US, Latin America and
Spain. The festival, a non-profit
organization, is produced with the
highest artistic quality and has
established itself as a premier venue

for the presentation and
development of Latino filmmaking
in Hollywood.
This year the organizers plan
workshops, conferences,
presentations, panels and seminar
sessions with the participation of the
Hollywood and international film
communities. The festival will host
public spaces complete with cafes,
live performances, exhibitions and
other sidebar events to stimulate
constant traffic. 
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Multimedia 1 a new production and
distribution company backed by a
German Fund debuts in Cannes.
Headed by Joseph Geissler president
of MC Multimedia Entertainment
GmbH based in Munich and Karen
Thome president of Multimedia
Corporation International Inc based
in Los Angles. Backed by 25million
Euro, from one of the 40 German
Funds, based on investments
through tax deductions, the new
entity will put into production five
feature films budgeted at between
$US2 to $US3 million which Thome
will produce from Los Angeles. In
2000, the tax laws in Germany
underwent reform, and Multimedia 1
with an eye to their long term
objectives incorporated the new tax
laws and strategies to ensure that the
fund is secure and can move forward
to the next anticipated tranche of
financing. Thome said  “The
investments we made last year have
returned to investors their tax credit
of 102%, so everyone is happy and,
we hope to go for a second fund in
June of 50million Euro.” Karin
Thome is presently in negotiation to
acquire a library of 400 titles, to be
digitized for DVD, for the company.

Arthur Kananack of AKA Movies in
conjunction with Global Cinema Inc
a division of Multimedia
Corporation International Inc.is
handling the titles. The five projects
on the slate include The Kids a
family sci-fi comedic thriller about a
retired CIA agent couple who take
their grandchildren on a time travel
mission to save their parents in spite
of government interference. Beverly
Hills Love Story a romantic comedy
about what transpires when lovers
are from two very different worlds.
Twin Souls a psychic thriller in
which a woman’s dead son reveals
he has been murdered by a voodoo
curse. Jaguar a mystical action
adventures. The fifth title will be
announced at a later date. During
Cannes the company will be looking
to create on going relationships, with
buyers for the present projects and
future productions. Award winning
director, producer, writer Karin
Thome said  ‘We are also very keen
to produce a student film as part of
the company’s agenda to bring new
talent into the business and one of
the projects each year will be a
student film at a lower budget than
the others.”

Backed By German
Fund Multimedia 1 
Debuts At Cannes.

Karen Thome, President,
Multimedia Corporation

International Inc.

Joseph Geisselrt, President,
MC Multimedia 

Entertainment GmbH

Sullivan Launches
Feature Film Division

Sullivan Entertainment Group, an
independent television Canadian
production and distribution
company, introduced its feature
film division Sullivan
Entertainment at AFM, steered
towards developing, producing
and financing its own
productions for distribution. The
newly formed division attends
Cannes for the first time with
access to several film capital
incentives to expand the
Canadian feature film industry,
Sullivan’s expansion into UK and
international co-productions. The
company plans to produce
between two to three features a
year at budgets in the region of
$5 to 10-million per project.
Sullivan recently premiered its
first feature film The Piano
Man’s Daughter starring
Stockard Channing and Wendy
Crewson to international
distributors, executive produced
by Whoopi Goldbery and

Sullivan’s Trudy Grant, the film
was written, directed and
produced by Kevin Sullivan. 
Commenting on the film division,
Kevin Sullivan said: “The growth
of Canadian film production has
been remarkable in the last few
years with increased cultural
focus on the development of a
feature film industry in Canada,
Our company is in the midst of
producing several feature
releases at the same high-quality
level that we are associated with
for our television productions.”
Founded in 1979 by Trudy Grant
and filmmaker Kevin Sullivan,
Sullivan Entertainment Group
has grown from a small
independent Toronto-based
production company to a
successful television producer
establishing a worldwide
presence for its Anne of Green
Gables, Road to Avonlea, Wind at
my Back and Super Rupert
television series. 
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
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Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 16 October 2000 and the percentage change in rate since
The Business of Film update on 21 September 2000. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
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24 April 2000
21 Sept 2000
16 Oct 2000
23 Feb 2001

23 April 2001

% Update

5,732
6,598
7,516
7,789
6,820
6,117
5,625
6,116
5,711
5,823
5,790
6,660
6,325
6,220
6,081
6,221
6,031
6,172
6,176
6,338
7,102
6,915
6,873

6,956

1.21%

65,490
76,190
87,190
89,900
69,200
60,090
59,590
63,810
55,720
58,162
47,670
57,360
52,270
48,640
52,942
59,525
56,045
63,009
66,941
69,809
76,846
77,299
72,218

73,108

1.23%

24,260
25,530
28,470
29,420
21,700
17,970
17,570
18,810
16,540
17,162
14,080
16,480
15,461
13,700
15,665
17,699
16,710
18,788
19,960
20,815
22,913
23,048
21,533

21,798

1.23%

13,572,200
15,572,200
17,565,300
19,015,900
14,902,200
12,961,700
13,018,700
13,719,330
12,207,700
12,755,000
13,150,000
15,910,000
15,625,000
17,100,000
15,355,100
17,410,200
16,609,100
18,599,200
19,759,870
20,606,290
22,683,580
22,817,230
21,317,510

21,580,050

1.23%

1,098,400
1,434,800
1,608,100
1,699,900
1,399,900
1,234,600
1,164,700
1,183,800
1,040,700
1,068,680
1,004,000
1,320,000
1,280,429
1,228,000
1,317,300
1,495,300
1,418,200
1,606,500
1,705,800
1,174,800
1,956,500
1,959,400
1,812,800

1,854,700

2.31%

2,489,000
2,373,500
2,374,700
2,383,900
1,684,500
1,281,000
1,281,900
1,380,200
1,494,000
1,350,985
1,194,000
1,061,000
1,015,176
833,000
1,132,600
1,210,000
1,190,000
1,063,500
1,071,200
1,057,900
1,070,400
1,083,000
1,158,000

1,212,100

4.67%

9,920
11,120
11,410
14,330
15,000
12,800
12,800
12,650
12,090
12,650
13,900
15,290
13,508
13,700
12,481
13,847
16,268
15,592
15,812
16,800
18,435
19,111
18,973

19,698

1.81%
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French
Franc

German
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Italian
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Spanish
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Japanese
Yen
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Dollar
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MIFED, the international
audiovisual market for
companies and professionals
buying and selling rights for
feature film, television and
home video, will be at its 68th
edition this year in Milan from
October 28 to November 1,
2001.
Rassegne SpA will organize this
year’s venue for the first time, a
company owned and operated by
Fondazione Fiera Milano and by
Cosmit spa, both with long
standing experience in the
organization of exhibitions.
Within this new format, MIFED
2001 will continue to offer the
international show business
market the wide range of events,
workshops, screenings,

previews, seminars and business
opportunities that have made it
famous in Italy and worldwide. 
Internationally known as “the
autumn film market,” MIFED is
ranked among the three most
important international
audiovisual markets together
with the AFM and the Marche du
Film de Cannes. Last year’s
edition gathered participants
from more than 70 countries,
with 80% of the operators
coming from abroad. In keeping
constant contacts with the main
worldwide organizations in the
industry as well as with the
foreign markets and festivals,
MIFED fosters and promotes
international business
exchanges.

MIFED Autumn 
Market Re-Organizes

Germany’s Constantin Film AG
exceeded its targets in the 2000
fiscal year with sales increased to
EURO 119.3-million, 80% higher
than the previous year, giving the
company a net income total for the
current year of EURO 9.7-million
with earnings per share amounting
to EURO 0.77. In addition, the
company announced a future
separation of corporate
management and creative
production management. Bernd
Eichinger transfers his current
board assignments to the existing
management and concentrates on
his activities as a producer for
Constantin Film AG. Thomas
Haffa resigns as chairman of the
Constantin Film AG supervisory
board with Fred Kogel taking over
as new chairman of the
supervisory board. The three
major shareholders Bernd
Eichinger, Kirch Beteiligungs
GmbH & Co. KG and EM.TV
Merchandising AG continue the
current shareholder structure
unchanged.
Bernd Eichinger commented: “We
have positioned the company very
successfully in the less than two
years that have passed since
Constantin Film became a public

limited company with a stock
exchange listing and have
exceeded all the objectives
planned so far in the
implementation of our policy of
strategic expansion. We reached
the leading position on the
German market in all areas of our
business last year. Further growth
in future will be influenced in
particular by our ability to
continue increasing our production
operations. In order to make the
quality which has given
Constantin its reputation is
maintained in future as well, it is
therefore a logical consequence
for me to focus even more strongly
on the development of film
materials and in-house production.
In the past few months I have
already been withdrawing more
and more from the management of
Constantin Film AG, passing these
assignments on to my four
management board colleagues.
Since the results have been
positive, we have now decided to
take the next step: complete
separation of my dual role to date.
This step will allow me to
concentrate completely on the
heart of all our activities once
again – the future.”

Constantin Film 
Repositioned

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
GIRL FEVER,

AVAILABLE FROM DREAM ENTERTAINMENT

Regent Gone Fishin’
Regent Entertainment has acquired
worldwide distribution rights to
Intrepid Production’s Annihilation
of Fish starring Lynn Redgrave,
James Earl Jones and Margot
Kidder. The independent feature
that garnered the audience prize for
full-length film at the Sarasota
Film Festival and the Silver Award
for a theatrical comedy at the
Houston Film Festival will release
US domestically this fall.
Paul Colichman, a partner in
Regent Entertainment, states:
“Paul Heller brought us a
brilliantly directed film with an
award-winning cast. Regent is
proud to handle this feature, which
we are submitting to the
international film festival circuit

before releasing it worldwide.”
Regent Entertainment is an
independent diversified company
that finances, produces and
distributes theatrical and television
motion pictures. With offices in
Los Angeles and Dallas, Regent
fully finances and produces up to
12 feature films annually. As a
full-service entertainment
enterprise, the company has an
international division, Regent
International, movie theatres –
Regent Theatres, and an Internet
company, Regent Realm. Regent’s
four partners are Paul Colichman,
Mark R. Harris, Stephen P.
Jarchow and Peter Dekom.
Regent’s website is
www.regententertainment.com

Entire contents copyright © 2001 Elspeth Tavares. All Rights Reserved.
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Every May for the last 54years
thousands of celebrities, film
executives, from the major

and independent companies world-
wide, financiers, lawyers,
independent filmmakers, and the
general public gather at Cannes on
the French Riviera for The Cannes
International Film Festival. Few are
truly aware of the tremendous
organisation and planning that goes
into the co-ordinating the event.
From the process of the selection of
the movies, this year the committee
viewed 1,798 films (including 854
feature films and 944 short films) a
29% above 2000 to one of the most
crucial elements that makes up the
canvass of the Cannes International
Film Festival - Press Accreditation.
Thousands of journalist from around
the globe, descend on the Cannes

International Film Festival to
catalogue the events for newspapers,
magazines, news stations, and all
forms of media from 72 countries.
How has the press office changed
and what are the innovations it has
instigated to make the life of the
Press, as stress free as possible.
Chris Aime, Press Attaché of The
Cannes International Film Festival,
has overseen many of changes the
festival has introduced in the last ten
years, since her and the team have
been running the Press Office.  The
premiere film media event of the
year, processed 4065 press
accreditation’s in 2000 representing
more than 1500 media (235
television crews, 121 radios, 120
press agencies, 27 websites, 1033
publications) from 72 countries.
Aime and her team continue to strive
diligently for ways to improve and
enhance the working conditions for
the journalists. Increasing each year
the level and standard of different
services introduced. At the
conclusion of the festival each year
Aime gathers feedback from her
staff, and the members of the
international press.  As a result, in
response to demand the press
screenings have multiplied enabling
the journalists  to achieve more
flexibility, to meet deadlines that
travel across many  international
datelines. Press screenings for the
films of Un Certain Regard, have
been introduced, similarly, there was
only one press screening for the

second film of the day in Official
Competition, now a second press
screening takes place late evening in
the Salle Bazin. For the first time last
year, following the introduction of
Daytime screenings, the journalists
were given – as soon as they arrived
in Cannes – a schedule of all the
press screenings and press
conferences for the duration of the
festival.  Responding to the demands
of the visual media, a higher number
of television crews and
photographers attend one of the
highlights of the festival, the red
carpet ‘Stairway,’ where the
celebrities pause for photographs
each evening, watched by millions of
viewers around the world  The
location of the photo-calls has been
changed from a terrace on the roof of
the Palais, to the roof of the new
building – the Riviera. More room
has been allocated to the photo-
reporters.A team of multi-lingual
staff, staffs the Press room; on hand
to answer query’s in any language.
The Press room itself has been
modernised with computers,
printers, faxes, and a telecom centre
and telephone area, and facilities to
photocopy. To enable photographers
to transmit photos taken, a
transmission area is at their disposal.
The photo-reporters have a separate
club to the press where they have
access to free film processing. There
are two separate clubs (press and
photography) which offers
complimentary refreshments. The

press boxes have been transformed
to allow the utilisation of the press
card, which has a magnetic strip with
a code giving direct access to the
press box holder.
Because of the volume of journalist
attending the festival screening
passes are coded in several colours,
linked to the importance of the
media, the target audience, the
frequency, circulation, and the
coverage of the Cannes International
Film Festival. For 2001 the Festival
has created a new venue Le Café des
Palmes, to thank talent and
filmmakers for their contribution to
the growth of the Cannes Film
Festival. Designed by Rosalie Varda,
the café is the place in the Palais des
Festivals where artists and film
professionals can meet in private.
Following the recent re organisation
organisation, Gilles Jacob is the
President of the Festival, Thierry
Frémaux the ‘Délégué Artistique’
and Véronique Cayla, the ‘Directrice
Générale.’ Aime said” We want the
event to be easy, and everything the
journalist and photographers may
need to be as accessible as possible,
whilst attending the Festival, we
have welcomed and encouraged
suggestions, some of which have
been implemented and I am happy to
say each year, we receive
compliments on the improvements
and fewer complaints,  we will
continue to make notes, and
introduce suggestions  into the
infrastructure when and if we can.”

Responding To The Demands Of The Media
Press Attache Innovates More Services

Cannes 2001 Poster

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
THE CRUSADERS,

AVAILABLE FROM BETA CINEMA
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New York-based The Film Source
Company platforms six new motion
pictures in Cannes adding to the
extensive list of high-quality
dramas, cult, classic, re-issue and
festival films that represent their
current library. Tobe Hopper’s
Spontaneous Combustion leads the
package followed by Basket Case,
Bride of the Re-Animator, Society,
Nightwish and The Dark Side of the
Moon – all six entrusted with The
Film Source by Paul White who
executive produced many of them.

Alex Massis, president and CEO
stated: “It is another step in
establishing us as a leading licensor
of classic films, current and re-
issues.”
The Film Source, based at The
Carlton Hotel, with its sister
company Allied Entertainment,
offers nearly 100 drama, comedy,
war, action, cult, horror and family
titles from many countries and
different cultures and periods. A
majority of its films have also
received festival awards. 

In a series of related promotions,
Michael Lynne is named co-
chairman and co-CEO of New Line
Cinema with long-term contracts
extended to senior management
executives: Rolf Mittweg, Toby
Emmerich and Steve Abramson. 
Mittweg now serves as president
and CEO of Worldwide Distribution
and Marketing and will oversee both
the distribution and marketing
divisions as well as new Line Home
Video, New Line Television and the
studio’s Business Affairs unit.
Emmerich will preside over the
studio’s creative content as
president of New Line Productions
as well as overseeing New Line
Music and Fine Line features. Chief
Financial Officer Abramson

oversees Finance and Accounting,
Human Resources, Information
technology and New Line’s long-
term strategic planning and Business
Development unit. Mittweg,
Emmerich and Abramson all report
to Chairman and Founder Bob
Shaye and Lynne.
Shaye said: “As we embark on a
new corporate chapter under AOL
Time Warner, we are rationalizing
our business structure to take greater
advantage of the special
management skills of our senior
executives.” 
Lynne added: “New Line has one of
the most impressive, diverse and
distinctive release slates in our
history. As we prepare to launch
franchise films like The Lord of the

Rings, Rush Hour 2, Blade 2 and
Austin Powers 3, we are counting
on our management team to help us
carry the studio forward to
preeminence in the global
marketplace.”
Founded in 1967, New Line Cinema
is an independent producer and
distributor of theatrical motion
pictures. New Line licenses its films
to ancillary markets including cable
and broadcast television as well as
to international venues. The
company, which is a subsidiary of
AOL Time Warner Inc., operates
several divisions including in-house
theatrical distribution, marketing,
home video, television, acquisitions,
production, licensing and
merchandising units.

A Source Of 
Diverse Titles

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
THE FOUR FEATHERS,

AVAILABLE FROM MIRAMAX INTERNATIONAL

International media company
peppermint concluded a pivotal
deal with Germany’s Producers’
AG to co-produce up top 40
feature films, 130 television
movies and mini-series plus 120
hours of fiction series and
documentaries over the next three
years for which peppermint will
exclusively handle worldwide
distribution rights. 
Founded in 1999, Producers’ AG is
comprised of film and television
companies such as TV60 Film,
MTM and Hager Moss, Munich;
Zeitsprung, Cologne; Lichtblik,
Hamburg/Babelsberg; box!
Babelsberg, and Boje Buck
Produktion, Berlin. Delphi Film
Verleih, Berlin is also a partner
within the group and handles the
theatrical distribution within the

producers’ AG catalogue for
Germany.
Michael Knobloch, managing
director at peppermint, stated: “I
am incredibly happy to be working
with a company that consists of the
single-most successful producers
of films and television in the
Germany marketplace. Their
production output is of the highest
quality and peppermint looks
forward to promoting the catalogue
throughout the world.”
Dr. Friedrich-Carl Wachs, CEO at
Producers’ AG responded:
“Michael has an inspiring
competence and a commendable
track record for international film
trade and marketing and
Producers’ AG will benefit from
his excellent business contacts in
the industry.” 

peppermint Concludes
Pivotal Deal

New Line Promotes In-House The Business
Of Film

Celebrating 
21 years At 
The Cannes 
Film Festival 

2001
The Carlton

Hotel
Office 149

04 93 06 41 49
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IFM Film Associates, the
American/Australian international
and television licensing company,
headed by co-founders Antony I.
Ginnane and Ann Lyons, blueprint
a heavy month of May as the
company introduces three new
thrillers for pre-sales in Cannes that
also commence principal
photography, shooting on Canadian
locations.
Heading the package is Hyde and
Seek, written by Robyn Burnett and
directed by Gordon McLennan,
starts May 22; You May Now Kill
the Bride, directed by Izidore K.

Musallam and produced by Bob
Crowe and Wally Start, starts May
28, and The Hit, written /directed
by Vincent Monton and produced
by Antony I. Ginnane and Robertas
Urbonas, starts May 21. Cast for the
projects will be announced during
Cannes. The Hit has been
extensively pre-sold to Fireworks
Entertainment, which has acquired
all rights in Europe, except Greece
where PCV has rights, Middle East,
Africa, Japan and Latin America.
Suraya has pre-bought for
Malaysia. IFM will be licensing the
US, Canada, Australia, New

Zealand and SouthEast Asia at
Cannes.
IFM has Torrent in advance
development that the company will
co-produce with Hugo Stieglitz and
Peter Hamilton to shoot on Mexico
locations. Christian R. Ribbe of
Media Partner, Germany who will
also co-produce has pre-bought
Germany and Scandinavia. Gary
Kallenback has pre-bought Italy
and South Africa.
Completed IFM titles at Cannes
include Beyond Justice, Dead
Evidence, Sweet Revenge and
Under Hellgate Bridge. 

SHOWTIME plans a major
multi-faceted summer marketing
campaign called Turn to Great
Entertainment to boost its
subscriber base, incorporating
direct mailings, free previews,
telemarketing efforts, cross-
channel DRTV spots, radio
commercials, creative ad slicks
and incentive programmes. The
network plans to commit more
than $20-million for the total
value of the extensive Summer
2001 campaign running from
May 15 to August 31 for
consumer advertising,
promotions and subscriber
acquisition efforts designed to
promote the increased value of
the SHOWTIME UNLIMITED
programme package;
SHOWTIME Next, which
reaches the Internet generation on
screen and online; SHOWTIME
Women, which features women
in front of and behind-the-
camera, and SHOWTIME
FamilyZone, a destination the
whole family can enjoy. 

TF1 International and Hilltop, in
association with Timing, have
collaborated on Shannon &
Brooke, the feminine answer to
Starsky & Hutch, that puts the 22-
hrs television series ready for
MIPCOM 2001, starring Nicole
Eggert and Karina Lombard.
Produced by Victor & Grais,
Shannon & Brooke is written and
co-executive produced by Bruce

Cervi and John Lansing. 
TF1 has acquired all European
rights excluding Germany and the
UK and in the US, CAA will
represent the series with Hilltop
distributing the show in remaining
territories through its association
with Timing.
Harel Goldstein, Hilltop’s
president said: “We are thrilled
with this deal and with TF1

International and to continue our
outgoing relationship with TF1is
due to the great support of the
entire team at Timing.”
Didier Sapaut, TF1 International’s
CEO responded: “This deal is in
the spirit of a strategic move
operated by TF1 International to
acquire and distribute prestigious
fiction series with a big
international potential.”

IFM’s New Cannes Slate

Promark Entertainment Group
expands its current production
output committing $6-million
each to three new projects: Black
Point, starring David Caruso, and
Lone Hero with Lou Diamond
Phillips, both available for
delivery in late 2001. Federal
Protection, which will star
Armand Assante, commences
principal photography May 15. In
addition to introducing the three
new projects in Cannes, Promark
brings its extensive catalogue of
titles which include The
Shipment, which will screen at
the market, and three additional
titles in post-production – The
Stick Up, One Way Out and
Greenmail.
Jon Kramer, president, Promark
Entertainment Group, said: “We
are pleased to make these titles
available to the worldwide
market. Our association with Das

Werk has greatly enhanced our
overall production and
distribution capacity, and
provided greater access to a host
of state-of-the-art technology and
services.”
In Cannes, Promark joins with its
holding company, German post-
production powerhouse Das
Werk AG, and parent company
licensor and producer Road
Movies in a unified booth
presence. Promark’s pairing with
Das Werk marks the first time the
two companies have jointly
exhibited since its acquisition by
Das Werk in October 2000, and
presents buyers with a first hand
look at the diversified
companies’ portfolio of filmed
entertainment and extensive
range of licensing, development,
technology and production
services. The group is located in
Riviera Booth N1. 

Promark’s $US18M
Production Output

Showtime’s
Summer

Sizzle

TF1 And Hilltop 
Go For Action
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DeAngelis Group
Inks New Deals

Emmett/Furla Films, a subsidiary of
Family Room Entertainment, has
completed a ten picture, non-
exclusive distribution/financing
agreement with  Avi Lerner,
Millennium Films, that follows on
from Behind the Sun starring Billy
Bob Thornton and Patricia Arquette.
Principal photography commenced
in Louisiana April 4 with John
Morrissey producing with Randall
Emmett and George Furla of
Emmett/Furla Films, along with
Rick Hess, Trevor Macy and Brian
Oliver of Propaganda Films, and
Lawrence Turman of Turman-

Morrissey executive producing. The
second film to fall under the
agreement is In God We Trust with
Christian Slater and Val Kilmer is
directed by Peter Antonijevic with
Emmett and Furla, and Joseph
Nittolo producing with Allan
Kassirer of Kassirer Entertainment,
M.Dal Walton III and Ladd Vance,
president of Production for Nittolo
Entertainment, serving as co-
producers. The project commenced
principal photography in Europe
April 13. The third picture under the
agreement, Rialto stars Susan
Sarandon and is directed by Lizzie

Borden with Emmett and Furla
producing along with Nightrain
Pictures’ Rudy Langlais, Jeremiah
Chechik and Mercy Santos co-
producing. Also under the agreement
is Ticker with Dennis Hopper and
Steven Seagal, directed by Albert
Pyun. Emmett and Furla with Paul
Rosenblum and Ken Aguado of
Filmwerks produce with Avi Lerner,
Danny Dimbort, Boaz Davidson and
Trevor Short executive produce on
behalf of Nu Image Films. Artisan
Entertainment handles US domestic
distribution.
Emmett/Furla Films recently took and

equity stake in Narc, starring Ray Liotta
and Jason Patrick, written/directed by
Joe Carnhan and produced by Diane
Nabatoff and Ray Liotta.
Prior to this agreement,
Emmett/Furla Films produced ten
pictures over the past three-years
with other financier/distributors
including Speedway Junky, Good
Advice, After Sex and Cutaway.
Emmett/Furla is a full service
production company that internally
develops literary properties as well
as provides gap financing for the
pictures for other production and
distribution companies.

Emmett/Furla Secures Further
Deal With Millennium Films

In a strategic move to boost their
international sales and distribution
operations, Initial Entertainment
Group (IEG) has appointed
leading sales executive Pamela
Pickering to head up the division,
announced President of IEG,
Graham King.
In her new role as President, Sales
and Distribution, Pickering will be
responsible for the international
sales, distribution and marketing
of the company’s productions and
co-financed productions including
Gangs of New York, and Michael
Mann’s Ali starring Will Smith,
currently in production.
Pickering reports to King who
stated: “To welcome someone of
such high caliber in the
international field as Pamela

Pickering gives me great pleasure.
We are very proud to have turned
Initial into one of the more
significant independent companies
in Hollywood today and I am
certain that we could not have
chosen a more dynamic
professional to extend the
company’s development still
further.” 
Commenting on her new role
Pickering said, “With Graham’s
aggressive production and
acquisition activities, I look
forward to extending my
experience still further at Initial
and take on this new challenge that
promises to be a golden
development opportunity.”
Pickering joins IEG after serving
three years as Head of Mutual Film

International.  Whilst at Mutual,
Pickering handled the international
sales and prepared the overseas
launch for the upcoming Angelina
Jolie starrer TombRaider for the
Mutual territories as well as
overseeing the planning and
execution of international launches
for pictures Wonder Boys, Man on
the Moon, Primary Colors, A
Simple Plan and indie production
It’s the Rage.
Prior to her tenure at Mutual,
Pickering served as senior vice
president of international
distribution for Spelling Films,
and in 1994, Pickering was the
first woman to be elected chair and
chief executive officer of AFMA
where she served two terms as
Vice Chairman for the association

and several terms on the Board of
Directors.
Initial Entertainment Group (IEG),
headed by CEO and President
Graham King, is an independent
finance, production and
distribution company with a
growing library of commercially
oriented theatrical feature films for
the worldwide marketplace.  In
addition to Michael Mann’s Ali,
the company finances and handles
international distribution for such
pictures as Steven Soderbergh’s
Traffic, the winner of four
Academy Awards,” Jodie Foster’s
The Dangerous Lives of Altar
Boys and Gangs of New York
directed by Martin Scorsese and
starring Leonardo diCaprio and
Cameron Diaz.

Pickering Takes Distribution Helm 
At Initial Entertainment Group

International film and television
production company, DeAngelis
Group inks new deals for itself
signing a five-year joint venture
with Germany’s VICTORY Media
Group to co-produce feature and
television films, and with Italy’s
RAI-TV to co-produce the mini-
series Renzo and Lucia. Activities
under the VICTORY Media Group
deal anticipate a production volume
for the first year of the deal at more
than $150-million in marketing,
licensing and producing television
movies-of-the-week, series and
feature films. Production has
commenced on the TV movie

Father Hope as well as the TV
series Incantesimo. Other projects
include the remake of Orson
Welles’ The Magnificent
Ambersons, the adventure series
Shaku-Zulu – The Citadel, The
Diamond Hunters and Julius
Caesar. 
RAI-TV has signed on as co-
production partners alongside
VICTORY Media Group for the
series Renzo and Lucia, scheduled
to star Stefano Accorsi and
Giovanna Mezzogiorno who are
penned to take the lead roles when
production begins shooting
throughout Italy September 2001. 

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
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AVAILABLE FROM FRANCHISE PICTURES

Principal photography is
underway on New Line Cinema’s
highly anticipated Blade II
reuniting Wesley Snipes and Kris
Kristofferson in their battle to
combat a more powerful and
elusive breed of vampires -- the
Reapers. Directed by Guillermo
del Toro, produced by Peter

Frankfurt and Wesley Snipes with
Patrick Palmer, Lynn Harris,
David S. Goyer, Avi Arad and
Stan Lee serving as executive
producers, Blade II also stars Ron
Pearlman, Luke Goss, Norman
Reedus, Leonor Varela, Thomas
Kretschmann and Danny John
Jules.

Blade Returns

Lakeshore President Stephanie
Denton appointed Julie
McLaughlin to the newly created
position as vice president of
Worldwide Television Sales to
augment the company’s
flourishing international
television sales team. A ten-year
veteran of international television,
McLaughlin, who has an in-depth
knowledge of the European, Asian
and Latin American markets, will
report to Denton directly. 
“Julie brings to her new position a
strong understanding of the
television industry and
international marketplace, “ said
Denton. “I am confident she will
be instrumental in the expansion
and packaging of our extensive

library.”
In her new position, McLaughlin
will manage the Lakeshore
television sales division that
consists of evaluating potential
co-production and joint venture
opportunities, acquiring TV series
and TV movies and increasing
Lakeshore’s television presence
by capitalizing on Lakeshore as a
brand. McLaughlin joins
Lakeshore from NBC Enterprises
where she was director of
International Television. Previous
stints were at Playboy
Entertainment Group and
Promark Entertainment. She is a
graduate of State University of
New York and a member of
AFMA.

Lakeshore Appoints
McLaughlin TV Chief

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
ARTHURS DYKE,

AVAILABLE FROM VINE INTERNATIONAL PICTURES
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Academy Award -winning Iwerks
Entertainment installed a new
Large Format Theater at the
Natural History Museum, located
in San Diego, California that
features a giant motion picture
screen for the 300-seat theater as
well as Large Format projection
technology capable of showing
90-minutes of uninterrupted film,
a premium six-channel digital
sound system with state-of-the-art
control. This theater is the first
installation of Iwerks upgraded
Large Format Theater package,
noted for simplified installation,
fewer connections and mechanical

parts with streamlined sound and
show control components. 
Don Iwerks, chairman and CEO of
Iwerks Entertainment, said:
“Digital signal processing
technology has enabled us to
reduce the number of equipment
racks needed for Iwerks theater
systems from five to just two,
while providing the same dynamic
performance and quality. San
Diego opted for the premium
system which gives the cleanest
sound possible by using three
amps for each speaker, tuned
specifically for low, mid-range and
high frequencies.”

Eastman Kodak Company and
Photomac (London) Ltd., have
jointly developed a compact color
motion picture processing
machine that automates such
functions as mixing and
replenishing chemicals to allow
laboratories and post-production
boutiques to provide more
convenient front-end services for
filmmakers. Kodak designed the
chemical process and Photomac
designed the machine and control
system from specifications
provided by Kodak. 
Marian Herz, production manager
for Kodak’s Entertainment
Imaging Division, said: “This
new processing machine will
make it easier to operate

relatively small labs at convenient
locations for filmmakers without
compromising the consistency
expected from the Eastman Color
negative process. This
cooperative effort is a good
example of how advances in
motion picture and computer
technologies can be leveraged to
provide new solutions to
customers needs.”
This breakthrough in motion
picture processing technology
also provides an excellent
opportunity for film schools to
offer processing on campus and
can include locations where film
and television commercial
industries are relatively small or
emerging.

Kodak And Photomac
Automate New Processing

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
LIBERTY STANDS STILL,

AVAILABLE FROM LIONS GATE FILMS

For the 17th consecutive year,
Dolby Laboratories provides
technical and engineering
assistance in Cannes to help
directors, producers and
distributors exhibit their films
with the best possible sound. This
year all eight of the screening
rooms in the Riviera building
have the latest all-digital Dolby
CP650 cinema processors
installed. In the Palais, four more
rooms: the Bazin, the Bory, and
screening rooms I and J are

upgraded bringing the total Dolby
Digital theatres in Cannes to 22.
Graham Edmondson, Dolby’s
Film Marketing Manager, said:
“We’re delighted to have CP650s
for the first time in the Riviera,
ensuring that they provide the
very best sound possible for the
trade films being shown.”
With total sales worldwide now
in excess of 2,000 in its
introductory year, the CP650 is at
the top of the company’s cinema
product range.

New Dolby Systems For
Riviera And Palais

Iwerks Upgrades 
Large Format Theater
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So, you want to make a movie.  You’ve got
a script, which most people believe to be
very good, and you have even cobbled

together the US$2.5 million necessary to make
this movie.  
Before you make this movie, have you thought
about the target consumer audience?  Have you
thought about the demographics of this group,
their movie viewing trends and preferences?
Have you thought whether your product will in
fact have access to the consumer delivery
systems you seek?  Have you thought about the
price point necessary to achieve profitability?
How about the supply vs. demand for films
similar to the one your about to manufacture?
What’s that you say?  You’re not making the
latest food processor to be marketed on some
infomercial, you’re making a movie.  Movies
are art, they’re not some commodity where
supply and demand parameters, manufacturing
considerations and other such factors applicable
to most goods are relevant.  

Unfortunately, too many filmmakers think just
that way.  They think that if they simply make a
good movie (in their view) that will suffice.
They believe movies are an art form, not
manufactured goods like something you might
buy at the supermarket, or commodities subject
to supply and demand considerations like
soybeans or milk. 

We don’t call this the motion picture
“industry” for nothing.  It is a
business.  Like any other business

we make “product,” which is marketed and sold
to wholesalers, then to retailers, and then to the
consumers.  Product that is subject to the same
economic forces of supply and demand like any
other commodity. Product subject to the same
decision making process that applies to planting
wheat or building an office building.
All of the same considerations that go into
designing, manufacturing, marketing and
purchasing of a new car, kitchen gadget or can
of beans, applies equally to making films.  You
have to consider what the demand is for the
product you plan to manufacture, what price it

can be sold for, what the anticipated sale price
relative to the cost to manufacture and
distribute is, whether you have access to the
distribution channels to get the product in front
of consumers, whether the projected supply of
your product will exceed demand and a
multitude of other factors. 
I am always amazed when an investor in a
movie, who made a fortune in some other
business, usually real estate, jumps in to the
investment in a film like he just won the state
lottery and was frittering it away without any
consideration.  If the investor were asked to
invest in a new office building, to be designed
by a new architect with no prior experience, but
the design looked great, like the next Taj Mahal,
but is to be built in the middle of the desert, the
investor would have lots of questions to ask
before proceeding, if at all.   Questions like, it
looks great but, what would be the likelihood of
renting the building in the desert, what is the
current vacancy rates, what amenities might
increase the likelihood of rental, how and why
will tenants be attracted to rent in this building
over others, what are the demand rates, rental
rates, building costs, forecasted growth rates,
etc.  The same kinds of questions that should be
asked with respect to investment in film.  

Filmmakers will undoubtedly respond that
each movie is unique, have no
discernable value and are not fungible

like bottles of milk or cans of soda.
Filmmaking is an art and creating good films is

the key. 
While I think we would all agree that making a
good film is paramount, most filmmakers
completely misunderstand what is a “good
film.”  A good film is one that provides
entertainment value.  Not the entertainment
value that a filmmaker thinks the consumer
should have but, the entertainment value
“distributors” perceive consumers seek.  
Consumers choose to have a glass of milk, wine
or soda based on what particular thirst they
wish to satisfy at that moment and what is
available to them to satisfy that thirst (you
cannot get wine at McDonalds nor would you
likely order milk at a fancy bar nor can you buy
something at the supermarket that the market
has decided not to carry). 

Each week consumers buy bottles of milk
because they want to drink milk.  Each
week, consumers view movies because

they wish to be entertained.  They wish to
laugh, cry, be excited or scared. But, once
viewed, they have consumed the film, in much
the same way they have drunk the milk.  So
they buy a new bottle of milk and view a new
film to satisfy a new desire to be entertained.
They may feel that a film entertained them
more or less then the last film they had viewed,
but they nevertheless viewed it and obtained
some level of entertainment satisfaction.  They
wanted to be entertained.  That’s it.  And the
next day or week they will desire to be
entertained again.  
But what films are available at any given
moment to satisfy the particular entertainment a
consumer seeks is dependent on what the
theatrical distributor, TV programmer or video
store has decided to make available to the
consumer that particular day, just like the milk,
soda or wine that the supermarket or restaurant
has decided to stock.
Bringing any product, be it milk or films, to the
consumer is called distribution. Distribution of
merchandise is a process of delivery of goods to
the consumer.  The movement of goods from
the manufacturer, to the wholesaler, to the
retailer and ultimately to the consumer.  
That movement can run into a roadblock at any
point along the road to the consumer. If the
wholesaler never buys it from the manufacturer,
or if the wholesaler cannot make the sale to the
retailer, the consumer will never get a chance to
buy it.  Many good products never make it to
the supermarket or hardware store because the
retailer does not want to give up the shelf space

Price Point  Necessary
To Achieve Profitabi l i ty

A regular contributor to The Business Of Film, Greg Bernstein takes a look at the 
overall marketing of movies. All too often independent producers make movies 

without a clear view as to whether they are marketable.

Film, the “product,” is subject to the same economic
forces of supply and demand like any other commodity.

demographics of this 

group, their movie 

viewing trends 

and preferences?
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of something that is selling to try out something
new, or because of existing agreements with
other manufacturers, or promotional items or
whatever.  A film, like any other merchandise,
must be appealing, not only to the ultimate
consumer, but to each of the buyers in the
distribution and delivery chain leading to the
consumer.  Each vendor in the distribution
chain ultimately seeks to buy and sell what they
think will be sold for the most profit further up
the distribution chain.

Movies are no different.   Consumers can only
pick from the films chosen by the TV
programmer to be aired at that time. The films
chosen by theatrical distributors to be screened
that weekend. The films bought by video stores
to be made available for rental.  The consumer
does not even know of the hundreds of films
that never made it to the theater, video store or
TV that they might have enjoyed.  But that’s
just it. They enjoyed whatever they did watch
and they will never know what enjoyment they
would or would not have received if they had
the chance to watch the film that the
programmer passed on. 

The TV network, video store and film
exhibitor decides what to purchase and
resell to the public based not on what

they perceive to be more artistic or better, but
based on how much profit they think they can
make.  They decide this based on whether they
think viewers will tune in, rent or come to the
theater.  And when faced with a number of films
that they believe will equally provide their
viewers with the entertainment value they seek,
they choose which film to buy based on other
factors unrelated to the quality of the film.
They choose the films based on price,
relationships, packaging, past experience and
other factors that they think might affect their
ultimate profitablity.  
Many would say that you cannot gage how an
audience will react to a film and whether they
will or won’t like the film.  You cannot have a
crystal ball as to whether the film will turn out
good, whether buyers will buy, whether there
will be a recession or change in an economy

(like Korea or Latin America) that will impact
sales, etc.  You cannot crystal ball what will be
hot a year from now (that’s how long it takes to
bring a film to market..like meat).  That’s right.
You can’t.  But, that is frankly true with
everything being manufactured and sold.  How
do you know that if you plant wheat that there
won’t be a drought, an oversupply, economic
turmoil, war, or a new fad diet to avoid wheat?
But you nevertheless move forward based on all
the information you have available at the time
you embark on your economic journey. You
make an educated decision.
Does this mean that every film must be a genre
film?  No.  People want a selection of different
films.  But Just as they might drink milk more
than soda, and soda more than wine, certain
films are viewed more often then other kinds of
films.  Genre films seem to provide the
common entertainment escape that viewers
want most.  In either event, the market will only
take a certain supply of these films.  If everyone
were to switch to making genre films, the
oversupply would drive prices down for these
films and up for others, shifting interest to the
manufacture of non-genre films.  Again, supply
and demand comes into play.  Moreover, not all
producers can access the buyers that each other
manufacturer can access.  

Finally, even if a film has full access to the
avenues of distribution and is perceived
to satisfy an entertainment demand, each

movie, given its component ingredients (cast,
production values, director, genre, etc.) has
only a certain likely potential total revenue.
The cost of the film is irrelevant.  If the film is
perceived to satisfy entertainment needs for the
afternoon TV programming slot vs the midnight
slot, its perceived value, and ultimate price, is
different.  The programmer pays a price based
on what ad revenues they normally can get for
that slot based on the typical viewership for that
time slot.  The market won’t view a film as a
distinctive accomplishment but, as a generic,
fungible, good.  After all, the viewer who
watches channel 99 at 3 am each Saturday night
is not going to change drastically because your
film is “better” or worse than the film that
shows in that time slot the week before or the
week after. The same holds true for theatrical

and video.  Whatever market demands will be
satisfied when all the factors are added together
will be apparent, and the ultimate price for the
film determined. 
In the end, filmmakers are only providing a
commodity, a manufactured good.  A product that
happens to entertain.  Sometimes consumers go
to sporting events for their entertainment value,
sometimes concerts, sometimes the theater and
once in a while, they go to the art museum.

As for the question whether films are
“art,”  keep in mind that art hangs in
museums, after people have seen it and

think it belongs in a museum.  Art in museums
tends to be viewed once and a while. In the
movie business, art is not what you make, but
how you make it.  Just because a film is
dramatic, adventurous or erotic, does not make
it more or less artistic.  Making a film is the
“art” of filmmaking.  Filmmaking, is a business,
like any other. A business to entertain. 

A film, like any other
merchandise, must be 

appealing, not only to the
ultimate consumer, but 
to each of the buyers 

in the distribution and 
delivery chain leading 

to the consumer.

The market won’t view 
a film as a distinctive
accomplishment but, 

as a generic,
fungible, good. Greg S. Bernstein

Greg S. Bernstein is an entertainment lawyer
specializing in the area of the finance and
distribution of indie films. Each year Mr.
Bernstein provides legal or producer
representative services on dozens of indie
films.  Through his many years of experience
in the industry he has developed particular
insights into the nature of the business of
indie film.  His entertainment industry clients
include major motion picture producers,
distributors and sales agents, independent
film producers and production companies,
banks and financiers.  Mr. Bernstein is a
frequent lecturer (UCLA, Variety ShowBiz
Expo, various film commissions and others),
panel moderator (Hollywood Film Festival,
Century City Chamber of Commerce
Entertainment Industry Symposium, IFP,
and others) and author (Business of Film and
other publications), all dealing with the
finance and distribution of  indie films.
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UK-based Metrodome Group
PLC. raised more than 570,000
pounds by way of a placing of over
a million new ordinary shares to
institutional and other investors
utilizing the net proceeds as
additional working capital to
expand the company’s strategy of
rights acquisitions. The new
funding enables the company to
complete a series of rights

acquisitions that include exclusive
rights to distribute the DVD and
original soundtrack of Stanley
Kubrick’s 2001 A Space Odyssey,
together with the original CD
soundtrack, as well as the
acquisition of both South West
Nine, the follow-up to Human
Traffic, and Last Orders starring
Michael Caine, Bob Hoskins, Tom
Courtney and Helen Mirren.

The final acquisition includes a
library of more than 340 film titles
not previously released on DVD
by such directors as Roman
Polanski, John Carpenter, Richard
Attenborough and Orson Welles
and include titles such as Girl on a
Motorcycle, The Night Porter, The
Water Babies, Black Beauty, and
the animated feature Help I’m a
Fish, which the company will

release in more than 200 screens
late summer. 
Metrodome’s Chairman John
Hall commented: “The
completion of these acquisitions
underpins the company’s planned
growth this year and the releasing
of our first family and animated
feature takes us into a new and
potentially very lucrative part of
the film market.”

The US-based Video Software
Dealers Association (VSDA)
reports that whereas DVD rental
revenues grew more than 223%,
American consumers continue to
spend more of their entertainment
dollars renting home videos for
which total first-quarter 2001
revenues increased 3.2% more than
last year. Business numbers
retrieved from the video industry’s
retrieval system, based on actual
rental transactions, reveal video
rental revenues for the first quarter
2001 totaled 2.12-billion. VHS
rentals totaled 1.83-billion, and the
rapidly emerging consumer-
favorite DVD format contributed
296.64-million.
20th Century Fox held the number
one VHS rental for the first quarter
2001 with Me, Myself & Irene,
followed by Universal’s What Lies
Beneath and Meet the Parents, and
Columbia TriStar’s Hollow Man.
Top rental DVD titles were What
Lies Beneath, Meet the Parents and
Hollow Man.
Bo Andersen, president of the
home video and entertainment
industry’s international trade
group, VSDA, said: “The
substantial increase in DVD rental
revenues reflected in the first
quarter 2001 demonstrates the
delight of the new discoveries
consumers continue to find in this
format. Compared to other movie
delivery systems available,
consumers continue to rank home
video top in value, convenience and
comfort while enjoying the widest
selection of filmed entertainment
available anywhere.”

Metrodome Secures New Funding 

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
LUNA PAPA, 

AVAILABLE FROM PANDORA FILM

IMAX Introduces New Projectors
IMAX Corporation’s subsidiary,
Digital Projection International’s
newly introduced Digimax cinema
projectors have been sold to
American Hi-Definition, a US
high-end production equipment
and projection services company,
which will utilize the equipment as
part of their rental fleet integrated
into prestigious venues involved
with digital cinema screenings,
testing and standards
development.  This includes
cinema research laboratories, post-
production facilities, Hollywood-
based studios and special
cinematic events such as film

festivals and private screenings.
Peter Nichols, DPI’s digital
cinema market manager, said:
“Movie theaters already using
DIGIMAX projectors, such as
Japan’s T-Joy, are finding that
auditoriums equipped with digital
cinema projectors attract and
retain larger audiences. The
system has high operational
reliability and many theaters are
considering bold new ways to put
the projectors to work during times
when screens are otherwise ‘dark.’
We certainly endorse this
movement which will increase the
amount of digital content available

to audiences. Recent industry
events like ShoWest, the Santa
Barbara and the Los Angeles film
festivals have provided a public
platform to work with even more
partners in creating end-to-end
solutions.”
The Digimax projectors are the
leading display platform for
theaters, post-production facilities
and screening rooms equipped to
provide digital cinema
programming and DPI is the only
digital projection company to
provide customers with a variety
of models suited to the varying
needs of the industry. 

Home
Video
Rental

Increase
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The African Broadcast Network (ABN),
satellite service that launched January
2001 in four African countries: Zambia,
Tanzania, Kenya and Ghana, has
developed shortcuts for advertisers
looking to penetrate the African mass-
market sector. The Pan-African network
has succeeded in providing new methods
for advertisers looking to penetrate the
African mass market sector by creating
new strategies pertaining to audience
research, the purchase of commercial
airtime, the monitoring and consistency
of advertisements, the guaranteeing of
peak-time advertising in local markets
and the control of broadcasts.

James Makawa, vice president
Programme Acquisitions, commented:
“Audience research has always been a
problem area in which advertisers have
lacked consistent and credible
information. ABN’s development of
new research strategies enables us to
offer advertisers a single, accessible
point of contact to South African-based
media buyers who want to target the rest
of the continent. With 12 additional
affiliates we are now positioned to
confirm to advertisers what ABN can
deliver.”
The company invested in a massive
marketing and publicity/promotion

campaign to attract viewers and maintain
high ratings that involves locally-
produced on air promos to support the
ABN network brand, a press and radio
campaign in major newspapers in each
market and an outdoor poster campaign.
Advertisers can contact ABN through
Granada Media, the company’s London-
based international sales agent, through a
regional office in Johannesburg or
through local sales offices in the
respective countries.
In addition, working with ABN means
that advertisers can expect a
standardization of rates across Africa
where, up until now each market had

worked autonomously with the cost of a
30-second commercial varying
enormously. Historically advertisers had
no control of the monitoring of their
advertisements and booked space with
no guarantees that they would appear.
ABN can now confirm to advertisers
that their ad spots are safely inserted
within the satellite-programming block. 
Broadcast quality has been another issue
of great concern to advertisers and ABN
has addressed the situation using
Orbicom’s digital satellite links and the
technology capabilities of ZSE-TV to
broadcast a sharp picture with clear
audio. 

African Network Targets Advertisers Needs

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
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Showtime Event Television (SET)
Pay Per View’s revenue numbers
generated in the first quarter 2001
were estimated at $62-7-million, a
marginal 4% decline from the first
quarter 2000 revenue of $65.1-
million. Whereas the figures remain
consistent with performance during
the same periods since 1997,
wrestling and boxing events
accounted for approximately 90% of
the total revenue earned during
1Q01. 
Sports remained the top events with
World Wrestling Federation’s Royal
Rumble and No Way Out vying for
first place. Third was boxing event
of the quarter was Evander
Holyfield vs. John Ruiz 2. 
Comedy was a top generator in
other categories with Drew Carey’s
Improv All-Stars producing the
most significant increase in revenue.

SET brings milestone events to the
viewing public such as numerous
music concerts including The Last
KISS, Spice Girls in Concert –
Wild! The Backstreet Boys, Tina
Turner, The Rolling Stones, Prince’s
Trust Party in the Park, Pink Floyd,
Phil Collins, Music for Montserrat:
An All-Star Charity Concert with
Paul McCartney, Elton John and
Eric Clapton, and the Moscow
Music Peace Festival.
Showtime Event Television is the
pay-per-view production and
distribution arm of Viacom Inc.,
and is managed by Showtime
Networks Inc. SET Pay-Per-View
excels in sports and event
distribution and has produced and
distributed the top two pay-per-
view boxing events that include
Tyson vs. Holyfield I and Holyfield
vs. Tyson II.

Pay-Per-View Figures
Remain Stable

ProSiebenSat.1 Increases 
Dividend Pay Out

ProSiebenSat.1 Media AG at its
annual general meeting May 31 will
propose a dividend of Euro 0.30 for
each preference share, and Euro 0.28
for each ordinary share for the
current year. The Executive and
Supervisory Boards will also vote
domestic preference shareholders to
receive a tax credit for the amount of
Euro 0.13 per share.
Under the joint proposal on
appropriation of profits put forward

by the Board, total dividends
increase to Euro 56-million up from
Euro 40-million distributed by
ProSieben Media AG in 2000. In
consequence, 44% of
ProSiebenSat.1 Media AG’s net
income for 2000 is to be distributed
to shareholders. Euro 63-million
will be allocated to revenue
reserves with Euro 8-million carried
forward to the new accounting
period.

The Business Of Film
at Cannes Direct Email:

thebusinessoffilm@sdi06.fr
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A P R I L
MARCH 16 - APRIL 8, 2001
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1.   Miss Congeniality 8,962,888 3 360/362/363 7,434/6,003/4,527

2.   Enemy At The Gates 5,022,771 4 356/356/345/284 4,152/2,539/1,615/1,319

3.   Chocolat 4,433,803 4(6) 236/230/251/234 3,987/3,289/2,392/1,950

4.   Save The Last Dance 4,060,591 2 340/344 5,347/3,984

5.   Hannibal 2,800,400 4(8) 392/276/190/160 2,242/1,689/1,399/1,179

6.   Traffic 2,352,041 4(11) 132/189/185/180 1,540/2,575/2,525/2,183

7.   Rugrats In Paris 2,174,896 1 460 4,728

8.   15 Minutes 2,000,188 3 229/229/198 3,114/1,893/1,363

9.   Men Of Honour 1,441,721 2 245/244 2,633/1,933

10. The Wedding Planner 1,316,807 1 336 3,919

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period February 16 - March 11, 2001. By showing

the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Traffic was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Chocolat or that Traffic

had a higher screen average on fewer screens after 10 weeks of release than 15 Minutes after three.

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

Monitor

TRAFFIC GETTING
GOOD TRAFFIC 

IN THE UK

A P R I L
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Association for Interactive Media
(AIM) and Unica Corporation
announced nominations for the first
AIM/Unica personalized Excellence
Awards honoring companies leading
the industry in implementing
personalized marketing and service
for their customers.
Criteria for the awards programme,
that takes place May 15 in Tampa,
Florida during AIM’s Annual
Conference, include: How the
company anticipated the needs of
the customer or client; How the
user’s interaction with the
company was made more efficient
or satisfying; How the company

encouraged and can prove that the
user returned for future visits;
What the return on investment was
for its personalization efforts, and
How the company ensured the
protection of users’ privacy while
instilling confidence in the
collection and use of personalized
date.
The judges, Yankee Group Vice
President of Internet & Media
Research Kevin Noonan, and
Gartner Group Vice President &
Research Director for CRM Scott
Nelson, evaluated the candidates
throughout April with the finalists
announced just prior to the awards.

AIM, the voice of the Internet and
interactive media industry
representing more than 500
technology companies, and Unica
Corporation, a provider of analytical
CRM and marketing automation
solutions, developed the awards
programme as a way to highlight the
best practices of a fast-developing
industry which is providing tangible
benefits for both consumers and
marketers. The awards highlight the
important of successfully balancing
personalization with best practices in
protecting consumer privacy in order
to foster customer loyalty and
satisfaction.  

AIM / Unica Host 
Awards For Excellence

Showtime Networks has licensed a
package of up to 100 short films
from AtomShockwave, an
entertainment provider of short form
entertainment, to provide youth
programming for SHOWTIME
NEXT, a multiplex channel launched
in March targeting the tastes and
sensibilities of Generation Y viewers
aged between 18 to 24. The package,
from AtomShockwave’s award-
winning library, features a mix of

live action and animation titles. Gary
Garfinkel, vice president of
Acquisitions for SHOWTIME
NEXT, said: “Our agreement with
AtomShockwave is an ideal match
for our needs. They have established
themselves as one of the strongest
influences with viewers in this age
group. Their package will enrich
SHOWTIME NEXT’s inventory
with cutting edge, youth-oriented
programming that attracts

subscribers in this important
demographic group.”
AtomShockwave’s VP of
Syndication Brian Burke said:
“SHOWTIME’s choice of
AtomFilms content for their newest
channel confirms the quality and
popularity of our short films. It is
satisfying to see such strong demand
from mainstream entertainment
providers, ensuring a large audience
for these films.” 

SHOWTIME  Blasts Off With
AtomShockwave

Oddcast, a provider of consumer-
friendly, interactive media
applications has perfected
VideoMixer 2.0, and upgraded
version of their flagship product, the
only web-based consumer level
video editing tool that puts users in
the editor’s chair allowing them to
create personalized media using
branded content such as music and
video from their favorite artists,
animation, photos and other images.
The Videomixer can be stored
online, emailed to friends or
submitted to competitions. New
features of Videomixer 2 include the
ability to upload images, add sound
effects, create public and personal
media storage bins in addition to
advanced editing features. Oddcast’s
client’s report increased site traffic,
higher retention rates, improved
click-thoughts and increased
advertising dollars as a result of
using Videomixer.
Peter Clemente, CEO of Oddcast,
said: “The enhancements to
Videomixer are a direct result of
feedback from our user community.
The added functions expand the
capabilities of Videomixer beyond
making music videos into new,
exciting areas of media creation
such as movie trailers, video shorts,
commercials and other user-
generated applications.”
New York-based Oddcast develops
innovative software applications
that advance and exploit “The
Digital Lifestyle” – the inexorable
trend toward pervasive rich-media
communications, by providing end-
users with compelling, easy-to-use
media tools. The company’s client’s
can recognize new revenue
opportunities, lower customer
acquisition costs, increase customer
retention rates, add value to branded
content and create effective cross-
media brand campaigns.

Oddcast
Develops

Videomixer2

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2001
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Return of the Pandas Discovery Network’s Animal Planet
expanded its worldwide reach April 22 with the premiere of Return of the
Pandas, in a first ever global airing exclusively in the 106-million
households in 62 countries that receive Animal Planet. As with Watch the
World specials of its sister network Discovery Channel, Animal Planet’s
Return of the Pandas to Washington’s Smithsonian National Zoo featured a
total of 20 language-customized versions created to air primetime on the
same day and date worldwide. 

Bill & Ben Flobbadobbafun The BBC gives new life to an
unforgettable children’s classic television series Bill & Ben, who more than
30-years ago entertained young viewers, as the flowerpot men emerge in a
new animated series already licensed to ABC Australia and in Singapore to
both SCV and TV12. BBC Worldwide is currently negotiating licensing
deals to global broadcasters.  Narrated by John Thompson of The Fast Show
and Cold Feet, the series features new songs and dialogue as well as
appearances from their old friend Weed.

Carlton’s Movies Go Global Carlton America’s new slate of
television movies have proven to be so popular in the global marketplace
with 70 major territory deals recorded worldwide that the company will
push ahead with new titles from its US-based TV development and
production arm of Carlton International Media Group. Included in the
package are two-hour movies such as Rough Air: Danger on Flight 534
starring Eric Roberts, Danger Beneath the Sea with Casper Van Dien, and
Maiden Voyage produced in association with production partner Tele
Munchen, and The Triangle starring Luke Perry. Carlton has concluded
various deals with such worldwide broadcasters as New Select Co Ltd.,
Japan; TV3 New Zealand; 9 network Australia and MNET, South Africa
with satellite channel Star TV securing a package of 10 titles for Asia and
India

Carlton And Kingsgate Sign Up Carlton America, feature
film star Nick Nolte and producer Greg Shapiro’s television and film
company Kingsgate have signed a multi-year agreement to jointly develop
and co-produce a succession of television movies as well as pursuing
opportunities for mini-series. The alliance id designed to capitalize on
Carlton America’s relationships within the global television marketplace
and Kingsgate’s extensive contacts in the feature film arena, and agenda to
develop and produce programming for domestic and international
television markets. Carlton will exclusively distribute projects co-produced
by the two organizations.

Citizenship Media Educates The Citizenship Education
Fund (CEF) issued the results of a new survey researching multicultural,
urban demand and markets for new media and telecommunications
services. The report finds that despite a lag in the penetration of PCs and
Internet access among US urban minorities there is potential for premium
new media services especially “broadband to TV” technology where
television penetration is high especially among African American and
Latinos, who are also over-represented in premium cable subscription
service. The report reveals a clear demand for innovative information
services such as digital cable and interactive television in urban American
cities.   

DeAngelis Inks RAI Deal DeAngelis Group and Italy’s RAI-
TV have inked a deal to co-produce a new miniseries Renzo and Lucia,
based on one of Italy’s most romantic novels, with additional co-producing
partner Victory Media Group. Directed by Giacomo Battiato, Renzo and
Lucia will star Italy’s celebrated actors Stefano Accorsi and Giovanna
Mezzogiorno, is scheduled to begin shooting on Italian locations September
2001.

Discovery & Granada Team Up Discovery Networks
International (DNI) and Granada International have signed a multi-year
programming deal representing 100-hours of new programming slated to
air on Discovery’s networks outside of the US. The specials and mini-
series, covering a diverse range of genres including natural history, world
culture and scientific exploration, will premiere on DNI’s channels
throughout Latin America, Asia and the Pacific Rim as well as the Iberian

Peninsula.

MIPTV Market Review
Briefly...
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Briefly...
Discovery And Mediatrade Partner Discovery Networks
Europe concluded a co-production deal with Italy’s Mediatrade to produce a
slate of seven documentaries to air on Discovery Channel in Europe and on
Mediatrade’s network in Italy. The films, covering genres ranging from science
to history to technology, will begin production later this year. The deal follows
Mediatrade’s venture with Discovery to produce Sinking Venice, scheduled to
air on both networks in late 2001.

E!-TV Unveils In Middle East E! Entertainment Networks and
Showtime/Arabia launched the first fully branded E! Channel in Middle East
regions May 2001 to meet consumer demand for E!’s unique entertainment
style. Several of their signature series currently airing in the region fueled the
demand for a 24-hour E! Channel. Broadcast in English, the out reach is to
territories including Algeria, Bahrain, Chad, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somali, Syria, Tunisia and United Arab
Emirates.

France 3 And Universal Enters The Green Mile France
3 has acquired exclusive terrestrial television rights to a collection of Universal’s
4,000 feature film library including The Green Mile starring Tom Hanks; The
Boxer with Daniel Day-Lewis; Meet Joe Black starring Brad Pitt; Portrait of a
Lady with Nicole Kidman; Blues Brothers 2000, and The Big Lebowski with
Jeff Bridges. France 3 belongs to the France Television public service group and
airs on average four films per week, two in primetime and two late night.

Granada Gears Up Granada International will distribute worldwide
the television series Ancient Egypt in a project backed by UK’s Channel 4 and
The Learning Channel (TLC) in the US. The $6-million, three-hour series is
produced in collaboration with Wall-to-Wall Productions and will feature a tie-
in book, video, DVD, interactive and enhanced versions of the series. Production
will start July 2001 for delivery the summer of 2003.
In a related announcement, Granada International and AT Media have concluded
a new partnership agreement to produce factual programming for the
international market aiming to produce up to 30 programmes yearly in the next
three years. The agreement will expand on an already existing co-production
deal with Granada International, Israel’s Dlin Film Productions and AT media to
co-produce seven to ten documentaries. The diverse range of projects will begin
with an historical series In the Footsteps of Moses.

Gullane Develops Animated  Series Gullane Entertainment has
joined with Fireside Favourites and Hahn Film to develop a new animated
comedy series Dominion about a young man who is abducted by aliens. The
series is inspired by a short film which originally aired on UK’s Channel Four
and the striking characters will be the work of artist Andy Watt whose cartoons
appear in Britain’s magazines and newspapers and whose characters are featured
on the late night Channel Four cartoon series House of Rock. 

Neilsen And Pearson Get Together Henrik Hancke Neilsen and
Pearson Television Worldwide have signed an exclusive partnership agreement
whereby the European format creator will establish an independent Denmark-
based company Blu Entertainment to develop new television formats which
Pearson Television will have the rights to exploit worldwide. Nielsen resigned
as managing director of Wegelius TV earlier this year where he developed a
number of formats including Big Class Reunion, The Perfect Crime, Friends
Forever, Uncut, and Jungle Fever. 

Ignition Sparks With Pearson Pearson Television, Worldwide
production division has launched a new entertainment development team self-
titled Ignition, headed by Sean Kirkegaard, to develop  entertainment formats
from initial concept through to fully-fledged pilots. Ignition is an R&D lab
dedicated to the future of entertainment programming. Kirkegaard was formerly
a founding member of the Greenhouse Project, Granada’s Media’s international
team, where he co-developed more than 80 entertainment formats including
Boot Camp, and Heartbreak Hotel.

Little Robots Cranks Out UK-based LEGO Media International
(LMI) premiered its first ever programme Little Robots at the recent
MIPTV2001 ushering in the company’s entrée into the global television arena.
Using a technique that combines model animation with CGI backgrounds and
effects, LMI aims to produce 26-episodes of Little Robots for airdate in 2002.
Written by various UK children’s TV writers and voiced by comedy actors
Lenny Henry, Su Pollard, Darren Boyd and Jimmy Hibbert, the series is
executive produced for LMI by Vanessa Chapman, Controller of Programming
& Strategy, and Michael Carrington, Head of Acquisitions and Co-productions.
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Adding another milestone to its
global branded channel initiatives,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) has
allied with Sky Network Television,
New Zealand’s pre-eminent pay-
television company, launching a
digital, MGM-branded movie
channel representing the company’s
first fully owner-and-operated
channel, complementing the four
domestic and 16 foreign channels in
which MGM holds and equity
interest. Launching June 2001, the
MGM Movie Channel is available on
Sky’s basic tier service via a digital
satellite feed reaching more than 235,
000 households exclusively and will
showcase 24-hours airings of feature
films such as City Slickers,
Midnight Cowboy, Annie Hall,
Rocky 1, 2 3, RoboCop, Crimes
and Misdemeanors, Rainman, and
Platoon. 
Jim Griffiths, president, MGM
Worldwide Television Distribution,

said: “This new channel further
underscores the extraordinary
demand for our content and
resonance of the MGM brand
throughout the world. We look
forward to building on our already
successful relationship with Sky and
to the opportunities for the MGM
Movie Channel in this market and
other potential neighboring
territories.”
Added Sky’s CEO John Fellet:
“MGM is renowned as the greatest
movie studio of all time, so it’s a real
privilege to enter into an exclusive
agreement with the studio to provide
Sky Digital subscribers with that is
arguably the greatest selection of
popular films ever assembled into
the one channel. From James Bond
and The Great Escape to Oscar-
winning classics like In the Heat of
the Night, Midnight Cowboy and
Annie Hall, this is a channel that has
something for every movie lover.”

MGM Initiates 
NZ Movie Channel

Hispanic Television Network
(HTVN) the US’s fastest growing
Spanish-language television
broadcaster has increased its
distribution base with three broadcast
stations in the Southwestern US
adding Sacramento, California KB-
TV; San Antonio, Texas, K31EX-TV;
and Springfield, Arkansas K20CT-
TV. The increased distribution is
important to HTVN as it focuses
more on local programming and at

the same time expects an increase in
advertising revenue.  HTVN recently
concluded a long-tern contract with
Time Warner Cable.
Michael Fletcher, COO for HTVN
commented; “Our company is
acutely tuned to attracting
advertising and sponsorship revenue.
We understand the opportunities and
the challenges in building a network
and these stations provide very
marketable signals.”

HTVN Expands

Univision Communications (UVN)
the US’s leading Spanish-language
television broadcast company,
entered into an agreement with
Charter Communications, a Wired
World company and Cable One,
allowing continuation of Univision’s
programming to more than 3-million
cable subscribers as well as
Galavision programming to more
than 1-million cable subscribers.
With 6.4-million customers Charter
Communications, is among the
nation’s largest broadband
communications companies
providing a full range of advanced
broadband services to the home,
including cable television under the
Charter Cable TV brand; advanced

digital video programming services
under the Charter Digital Cable
brand; and high-speed Internet
access via Charter Pipeline. 
Tim Carry, senior vice president of
Affiliated Relations, said:
“Univision welcomes Charter
Communications and Cable One into
our extensive family of affiliates.
Through these agreements, we will
be able to continue providing
millions of viewers with quality
Spanish-language programming.
While Census 2000 demonstrated
the magnitude of the Hispanic
population in the US, the continued
growth and success of out two
networks underscores our value to
the Hispanic community.”

Univision, Galavision,
Charter And Cable One

Sign Alliance
Disney Channel, a provider of
family television entertainment, has
increased its outreach to more than
70-million US households
representing an increase of 317%
gaining 53.5-million subscribing
homes over the past five years
averaging 33% year-to-year growth
since its 1996 inception. The
network’s success in producing
quality original programming has
brought with it a significant boost in
ratings performance bolstered by the
success of its movie premieres that
attracted record viewers for The
Luck of the Irish, 5.2-million;
Zenon, the Zequel, 3.7-million, and
Motocrossed, 3.5-million. 
Anne Sweeney, president, Disney
Channel Worldwide, and president,
ABC Cable Networks Group, said:
“Our transition from a premium to a
basic cable service is nearly

complete, and with surging ratings
and an increased emphasis on
original programming, our strategy
goals continue to converge. “
The success of the original movie
franchise is complemented by the
network’s Internet strategy and its
popular Zoog Disney Web Site,
which features original content,
including games, personality
quizzes, behind-the-scenes and
biographies. Traffic to
ZoogDisney.com has more than
doubled in the past year.
Disney Channel, combining
original series, movies and specials
with timeless classics, if the first
general entertainment television
network designed for children and
families. Disney Channel is a
division of ABC Cable Network
Group, a subsidiary of The Walt
Disney Co.

Disney Channel 
Increases Outreach
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